
Quiet Divider with Sound Sponge 48″ x 10′ Wall – Slate Blue
AB8451BL

Description

Customize your kids' learning space with the Angeles Quiet Divider with Sound
Dampening Panels. This sound-absorbent, flexible, and freestanding room divider
can help separate larger classrooms into smaller spaces. The room divider panel is
lightweight and easy to maneuver, and is covered in hook and loop compatible
fabric for endless customization. The privacy screen is super easy to set up: glides are
included for easy movement along bottom edge, while magnetic connectors easily
join panels together to configure different spaces. When it's time to tear down the
panels, simply roll and store with the included strap. This Quiet Divider room divider
screen deserves a spot on your list of classroom essentials this and every school year.

100% Hook and Loop Compatible Polyacrylic Fabric
SOUND DAMPENING: Quiet Dividers have a PE foam core to help absorb
noise and distractions so kids can focus
FLEXIBLE DIVIDER: The wall divider has a flexible and organic shape,
meaning you can adjust its shape to fit your classroom's needs
EASY SET UP & TEAR DOWN: Thanks to the bottom-edge glides and included
storage strap, this freestanding privacy screen is a snap to both set up and
tear down
MAGNETIC CONNECTORS: Sound dampening panels join together with
simple magnetic connectors so you can segment your classroom in any
number of ways
HOOK & LOOP FASTENER COMPATIBLE: The latex-free room dividers can be
used to display artwork, homework, or teaching aids using hook and loop
fasteners

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2sa4hYoJ_Z4

Additional Information

Dimensions 120 × 2 × 48 in (304.8 x 5.08 x 121.92 cm)

Warranty 3 Years

Truck Only N

Age Adult Assembly

Targeted Learning Literacy, Social Interaction

Assembly Light Assembly Required

Brand Angeles
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